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A MUSICAL ANALYSIS OF WILLIAM GRANT STILL'S
SONGS OF SEPARATION: THE CHAMBER ARRANGEMENT

William Grant Still was given the title “The Dean of African American Music”
because of the many firsts he accomplished as an African American musician in the
early twentieth century. He is known for fusing his African American musical
tradition of Jazz and blues with the classical European musical tradition. This study
explores one of Still’s most famous song cycles, “Songs of Separation,” in the
arrangement for string quartet, voice, and piano. This document considers the
instrumentation of the string quartet arrangement and how Still uses the
instrumentation to enhance the character OF the poetry. This document also
provides a performance guide that will facilitate a discussion of technical concepts
applicable to singing, of vocal relationships between text and poetry, as well as
historical information concerning William Grant Still and his relationship to the
poets of the cycle. These poets include Arna Bontemps, Phillipe Thoby Marcelin,
Paul Laurence Dunbar, Countee Cullen, and Langston Hughes.
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PART I: DOCUMENT

1

INTRODUCTION

Songs of Separation is considered to be one of William Grant Still’s (1895 –

1978) most popular song cycles. Originally composed for voice and piano in 1945,

Still also arranged the cycle as a chamber work for voice, piano, and string quartet, c.
1946. This document explores the life and music of William Grant Still in his context
as an African American composer in the early twentieth century. The analysis of the
poetic and musical aspects of this piece, as well as the investigation of the

relationship between the poetry, orchestration, and the vocal line of the chamber
arrangement, will provide further insight into the complexity and historical
relevance of this work.

Copyright © Michael Shawn Preacely 2021
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CHAPTER ONE: The Life of William Grant Still

William Grant Still was born in Woodville, Mississippi, May 11, 1895 to

William Grant (1871 – 1895) and Carrie Lena Fambro Still (1872 – 1927) both

college educated. Upon his father’s untimely death, while Still was an infant, he and
his mother relocated to Little Rock, Arkansas to live with his grandmother. His

family background and experiences growing up as a Black man in the Jim Crow

South would have a tremendous impact on him into adulthood and as a musician.
Still’s grandmother sparked his interest in music as she exposed him to

spirituals at a young age while doing work around the house. 1 What’s more, his

stepfather, Charles Benjamin Shepperson, exposed Still to musical shows, opera, and
orchestral music of many great Classical composers, such as Bach, Beethoven,
Mozart, and Verdi. Still and his stepfather sang duets at home and had long

discussions about plays and concerts they had attended. Although Still had a

budding love for music, his mother was adamant that he would attend medical

school and not music school. 2 At the age of 16, Still enrolled at Wilberforce College,

where he studied diligently for a career in medicine. Even with a pre-med major, he
continued to have strong aspirations to be a musician. In his autobiography, Still
wrote:

The big turning point in my life came during the summer of 1912.
When I went home [from Wilberforce College] for spring vacation
that year, I found that my stepfather... had purchased a victrola...
That summer [at the age of seventeen] I lay on the floor day after

Eileen Southern, “William Grant Still – Trailblazer” in William Grant Still Studies at the University of
Arkansas: A 1984 Congress Report, ed. Claire Detels. (Fayetteville, Ark.: University of Arkansas, 1985,
p. 2.
2 Ibid.
1

3

day, all summer long, listening to records of operas. I even
remember the make—Red Seal records. [the operas were] Il
Trovatore, Rigoletto, Elixir of Love, and others. I should say that my
deep love of opera dates from that time. I knew then that I had to
learn how to compose operatic music. 3

Even though he remained focused on educational success and received

recognition for his high academic achievements, Still’s love for music seemed to be
undeniable, however, earning the approval of his mother did not satisfy the

insatiable passion he had for music. While in college, Still joined in the band and

became such a proficient musician that he was able to teach and perform various

instruments, e.g., the piccolo and saxophone. His musical achievements garnered the
attention of leadership, and he was asked to arrange and conduct for the marching
band while continuing to arrange music for the string quartet he formed. Owing to

the success of his work and the affirmation of his peers and faculty, Still decided to
drop out of college and pursue music as a full-time profession.

After leaving Wilberforce to purse a professional career as a musician, Still

moved to Columbus, OH to play cello in a small combo traveling throughout the

state. A couple of years later in 1916, W.C. Handy, known as the “Father of Blues”

and famous for popular big band music such as St. Louis Blues, Memphis Blues, and

Beale Street Blues, invited Still to spend the summer in Memphis working for him as

an arranger and assistant composer. Through this connection, Still was able to make

Judith Anne Still, Michael J. Dabrishus, and Carolyn L. Quin, William Grant Still: A
Bio-Bibliography (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Publishing Group, 1996), 16.
3

4

a name for himself among the musicians of New York. 4 In fact, he arranged the first
band arrangement for one of Handy’s most famous songs, “Beale Street Blues.”

Although Still enjoyed working with Handy, the author’s impression is that

he yearned to expand into the musical genre of notable Black composers of the time,

Samuel Coleridge – Taylor (1875–1912) and Harry T. Burleigh (1866 – 1949). These
men inspired him and saw it as their mission in life to help establish the dignity of
Black men through their music. Still seemed to be greatly inspired by Black

American poet Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872 – 1906), the Fisk Jubilee Singers of
Nashville, W.E.B. DuBois, Frederick Douglass, Booker T. Washington, and other
African American artists whose work Still studied and admired. 5

Still received a small legacy from the death of his father and with it he

enrolled at the Oberlin College Conservatory of Music in 1917 where he studied

composition with Dr. George Andrews. During his time at Oberlin, Still enlisted (It is
unclear whether he was drafted) in the Navy, serving as an attendant in the mess
hall. In a letter, Still recounts: “I was so bad at being an attendant-and someone

found out that I could play violin-that they put me to work with the white pianist in
the Officers Mess….” 6 Still’s talent was evident in the Navy as well. It appears that

with his talent, training, and the fact that he grew up in a diverse environment, Still

was able to cross the color barrier with his music and express his insatiable passion,

while in the military as well. After spending nine months in the Navy, Still decided to
Eileen Southern, and William Grant Still. "William Grant Still." The Black Perspective in Music 3, no. 2
(1975): 165-76. Accessed March 25, 2021. doi:10.2307/1214286.
5 Still, William Grant Still: A Bio-Bibliography, 16.
6 Ibid, 19.
4
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go back to Oberlin and after a little over a year, he left Oberlin to work for Mr.
Handy, who had by then moved to New York City.

While in New York City, Still found himself immersed in the movement of the

Harlem Renaissance. He played cornet in Handy’s orchestra as well as in the pit

orchestra of the musical Shuffle Along (1921). Shuffle Along is a musical with nearly
an all-African American cast. This music shifted the landscape of American musical

theatre for the African American performing arts community as well as the arts

community at large. Shuffle Along served as the professional platform for musical
greats such as; Florence Mills, Josephine Baker, Paul Robeson, and Adelaide Hall
who were all members of the cast of Shuffle Along at one point or another. Hall

Johnson (famous African American composer of spirituals) was responsible for

inviting Still to play in the orchestra in addition to playing viola in the orchestra
with him. 7

Following his participation in Shuffle Along, Still moved to Boston to study

with George Chadwick, the Director of the New England Conservatory of Music.

After two years, he moved back to New York to work with Harry Pace at Black Swan

Phonograph, the first African American owned and operated record company, as the
recording manager. 8 While working there, Still read a letter from Edgard Varèse

asking Pace if he could recommend a Negro composer whom he could teach. Varése

Eileen Southern, and William Grant Still. "William Grant Still." The Black Perspective in Music 3, no. 2,
170.
8 Fitzhugh W. Brundage, ed. Beyond Blackface: African Americans and the Creation of American
Popular
Culture, 1890-1930. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011, 9.
7

6

was an ultra-modernist French composer who had immigrated to the United States

in 1915. Pace wrote a letter back to Varèse saying that he could not think of anyone,
but Still intercepted it before Paces’ secretary could mail it, then wrote his own

letter recommending himself to Varèse in Pace’s name. 9 Still received an immediate
response and began what would turn out to be two years of study with Varèse.

Varèse’s leadership roles in contemporary music organizations and his international
connections, helped to further propel Still’s professional career as a composer. Each
composer with whom Still studied seemed to have had a significant impact on his
compositional style.

Still is known as “the Dean of African American composers” a name bestowed

upon him considering his many firsts as an African American composer. His

compositional output spanned half a century, from 1921 until 1971, with the most
intense compositional activity occurring in the 1940s. His compositional output
includes more than 40 orchestral works, 19 chamber pieces, 28 voice and piano

works, and 11 operas. He was the first to premier an operatic work with a major

opera company, Troubled Island (1939), which premiered with the New York City

Opera in 1949. In July 1939, he was the first to conduct a major orchestra, the Los

Angeles Philharmonic, and he was the first to conduct a major orchestra in the Deep
South, the New Orleans Philharmonic in 1955.

9

Southern. "William Grant Still." The Black Perspective in Music 3, no. 2, 171.

7

Still was prolific as a composer, but he often lamented that he felt

discriminated against because his works were not performed by major orchestras. 10

Although he was affirmed by the positive responses during actual performances,

e.g., Troubled Island received more than 20 curtain calls after its premiere with the
New York City Opera 11, his public success was not as appreciated in the classical
music community. According to Still and his daughter Judith, he was panned, or
blacklisted, which resulted in his works being passed over in performance in
relationship to many other American composers. 12

Copyright © Michael Shawn Preacely 2021
William Grant Still, “Interview with the Afro-American Composer William Grant Still,” interview by
Unknown, Voice of America, 1949, audio, 11:45,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCKN2SJghVE.
11 Ibid.
12 Interview with Judith Still, March 12, 2020.
10
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CHAPTER TWO: Songs of Separation

Still composed Songs of Separation for voice and piano around 1945, near the

end of his highly productive period, but the published version (by LEEDS

Publishing) did not appear until 1949. Songs of Separation is a cycle of five songs
that sets the poetry of five Black poets: “Idolatry” by Arna Bontemps, “Poème” by

Phillipe Thoby Marcelin (sung in French), “Parted” by Paul Lawrence Dunbar, “If You
Should Go” by Countee Cullen, and “A Black Pierrot” by Langston Hughes. Three of

these poets, Hughes, Cullen, and Bontemps were prominent poets during the Harlem
Renaissance and close friends of Still. According to Still’s letters, the intent of the

cycle was to pay homage to the music of the African American people (Jazz, Blues,
and Spirituals) as well as celebrate Black poets who were making a significant
contribution to artistic expression during the Harlem Renaissance and prior. 1

Still made numerous arrangements of Songs of Separation, in addition to the

original version for voice and piano. Other arrangements include those for full

orchestra; violin and piano; flute and piano; harp and piano; and string quartet and

piano. However, the only published arrangement is for voice and piano. In an article
by Orin Moe, a leading scholar on Songs of Separation, he references the string
quartet, voice, and piano arrangement, as well as the reduced orchestral

arrangement. Also, Groves Music Dictionary Online indicates a chamber music

arrangement by listing the cycle as composed for soprano, piano, and string quartet,
although Songs of Separation is not cataloged as a chamber work in any other

1

Letter from William Grant Still to Arna Bontemps, November 21, 1945.

9

musical publication, including 20th Century Chamber Music and The Catalogue of

instrumental and chamber music, and is only available in print for voice and piano.
Therefore, to move forward with this study, the manuscript for the chamber

arrangement had to be located. A conversation with Still’s daughter, Judith Anne

Still, confirmed that her father had made chamber arrangement, but she could not
remember for whom it was composed or the date of the composition. Subsequent

research indicated that the chamber arrangement was composed after the original

piano-vocal score and apparent orchestral arrangements. Regarding the impetus for
the chamber arrangement Still’s daughter mentioned during a phone conversation

that “People would often ask daddy to arrange music for them, and daddy would do
it and not make a clear and accurate record of who asked for it or what date it was
completed.” 2 As of this writing, further investigation into the date of this

composition may be found in the archives of the Still foundation at the University of
Arkansas in Fayette, AR. The original manuscript does indicate that the chamber

arrangement exists, thus the origins of how Still came to compose this piece remains
uncertain.

According to Ruth Friedberg, “Songs of Separation is a finely structured cycle

of five songs recounting stages and emotions connected with ‘separation’ – not that

of Black from White society, but the separation from a man and the beloved woman

who has rejected him." 3 In this chamber work, Still masterfully sets the emotionally

Interview with Judith Still, November 2019.
Ruth C. Friedberg, “American Art Song and American Poetry.” America Comes of Age. Vol. 1,
1981.wwww

2
3
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wrought poetry to the sounds of a string quartet (first and second violin, viola, and

cello), the piano, and the voice. Friedberg asserts that the “separation” is not rooted

in racial tension, and that the nature of poetry leaves interpretation up to those who
experience it. Also, it is highly likely that each poet, being Black, would have written
with an awareness of their racial context and would have known their poem might
be viewed from that perspective. Given the rich and emotionally charged nature of
the text, the expansion of this piece into a chamber work seems a natural musical
progression. With the addition of instruments, Still manages to enrich the overall
impact of this work by way of expanded texture and harmonic dissonance and
consonance. Each instrument plays a unique role in highlighting the text, and

supporting the vocal line, to draw attention to the emotional intensity of the cycle.
Although, originally written solely for voice and piano, the use of strings and the

altered use of the piano, enabled Still to shift the musical texture and create various
harmonics that enhance the dynamic quality of the poetry.

The parts for the string quartet are in Still’s own hand with each musical

marking being precise and placed on the page with the utmost care. The manuscript

was nonetheless difficult to read and needed to be transcribed to accurately identify
the harmonic structure as well as provide the musicians with a legible copy from
which to perform. Once the transcription was completed, and all the parts were

combined into one full score, a clearer analysis of the arrangement was able to be
executed.
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I.

Idolatry

You have been good to me, I give you this:
The arms of lovers empty as our own,
marble lips sustaining one long kiss
And the hard sound of hammers breaking stone.
For I will build a chapel in the place
Where our love died and I will journey there
To make a sign and kneel before your face
And set an old bell tolling on the air.

The first piece, Idolatry, sets a poem by Arna Bontemps (1902 – 1973). Mr.

Bontemps had a delightful working relationship with Still that is expressed in

exchanges of letters written back and forth both celebrating the accomplishments of
one another as well as sharing their frustrations with the way African American

artists were being treated during those times. In this song, Bontemps writes about

how virtuous the love has been between two people with man embracing his lover
and kissing her. The poetry then shifts to discourse about building a chapel where

their love has died, and finally ending with paying homage to the love that has been
lost with the tolling of the church bells.

Although the song is essentially homophonic, shifts in registral placement,

density, figuration, and rhythmic stress contribute to the state of an idolized god

being the answer to loneliness and uncertainty. As a result, textural change takes
place almost every two measures, and we see how the musical motifs are
established as well as the overall harmonic framework of the cycle.

12

The opening ostinato (m.1-2), built on a d-minor chord with an added sixth,

is the dominant motive 4 that permeates the entire string quartet. Parallel octaves

between the outer voices (m. 2-3, 1st violin and cello), another motive, occur, as well
as the basic melodic shape of a rising fifth and falling fourth in the vocal line as

noted in Figure 1. 5 The rising fifth and falling fourth motive is established in the
strings and the voice while the piano serves as a percussive element.

Figure 1 Idolatry: The establishment of the rising fifth and falling fourth
Rising 5th and falling fourth

The last motivic idea occurs as a sustained chord in mm. 5-6, which is

frequently matched with a recitative-like vocal line in other parts of the cycle.

However here, Still only gives this motive to the instruments and uses it as a slight
Orin Moe. "William Grant Still: Songs of Separation." Black Music Research Journal 1
(1980): 21, https://doi.org/10.2307/779291.
5 William Grant Still. “Songs of Separation 1945 – Idolatry” (transcribed by Dr. Johnie Dean,
unpublished, 2021, photocopy), 1.
4
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interlude between the opening poetic thought and the next one. In mm. 7-8,

Bontemps writes “the arms of lovers empty as our own.“ Here, Still drops the piano
and only sounds the quartet, thus going from a full sound to a thinner texture, thus
creating a feeling of emptiness reflected in the text. See Figure 2. 6 Still masterfully
uses the string ensemble, coupled with the piano, to depict the poetry. In addition,
Figure 2 Idolatry: The final thematic figure.

there is a relatively high level of dissonance, tonal instability, and a declamatory
tone in the vocal line. The piano is featured twice, measures 11, and 14-15. Both
instances are of special note, as Still uses the percussive quality of the piano to

represent “hammers breaking stone,” as well as at the climax of the song, “The place
where our love died.” See Figure 3. 7 These two sections are incredibly powerful, as

6
7

Ibid.
Ibid, 2
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they are pivotal points that lay the dramatic foundation for the cycle. However, in

mm. 15-16, the string ensemble rest and to give rise to the climax resulting at m. 15.
Figure 3 Idolatry: The climax of the song.

The piano plays a significant role in establishing the tonality by emphasizing

the tonic key of d-minor in the entire opening section as well serving as the leader of
both the voice and the string quartet in establishing the harmonic and textural tone
of the various sections of the song.

15

Often in contrary motion with the cello, the vocal line is quite explosive as

Still uses the voice as a storyteller making the range and melodic contour quite

accessible for the high baritone/soprano voice. The tempo and pace are clearly

established in the vocal line until m.16, the sustained chordal structure, is played in
all the instruments underneath a recitative-like vocal line. The use of recitative

serves as a declamatory statement of the death of love as the poetry reads: “I will
journey there to kneel before your face….and set a bell tolling in the air.”
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II.

Poème

Ce n'était pas l'aurore
Mais je m'etais
En me frottant les yeux.
Tout dormait alentour.

Les bananiers sous ma fenÍtre,
Frissonnaient dans le clair de lune
Calme.
Alors, j'ai pris me tÍte dans mes mains
Et j'ai pensé vous. 8

The second piece, Poème, is an expressive love poem by Haitian-born poet

Philippe Thoby Marcelin (1904 – 1975) and is a stark contrast to the jarring

emotional unrest of Idolatry. With the use of blocked chords in the piano and the

legato vocal line, Still creates an expressive relationship between musical and poetic
rhythm. Below is the English translation provided in the most recent publication of
Songs of Separation by William Grant Still Publishing:
It was not dawn yet
But I had got up

Rubbing my eyes

The world around me slept.

The banana trees under my window
Shivered in the moonlight’s calm

Then I took my head in my hands
And thought of you 9

Marcelin describes the setting of a tropical island where the lover wakes up,

looks around, and notices that all are sleeping. Then, while the banana trees are

William Grant Still, Song of Separation: A cycle by William Grant Still, ed. Darryl Taylor (Flagstaff,
AZ: William Grant Still Music, 1990), iii.
9 Ibid.
8
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shivering in the calm moonlight, the lover lays his head in his hand and thinks of his
lost love.

Poème was inspired by the French art song known as mélodie which arose

just before the middle of the 19th century in France. This style of writing, made

famous by Debussy, is said to have a light and free musical form that portrays clarity
of expression, compact dissonances, and is deliberate in setting the text to the

melody. 10 The modernist influences of Edgard Varèse, with whom Still had studied,
can be seen in the dreamy and, at times, unstable tonal center with the inclusion of
blocked chords and dissonant harmonies.

Reminiscent of French Mélodie, the piano plays lush seventh chords in the

opening measures, creating a dreamy texture. This texture, although different

harmonically, is vaguely similar to Idolatry. Still then mutes the strings, and the

piano duets with the voice imitating harmonic motives from the first song, namely

the added sixth, which reappears in the vocal line as well as the octaves between the
outer voices.

In Figure 4, 11 we see that the vocal and piano parts rise in pitch to match the

text “It was not dawn yet, but I had got up, rubbing my eyes” through to m. 4.2, with
Still writing a wide vocal range spanning an octave from A4 to A5(A3-A4 in the
baritone voice).

10 Pierre Bernac, The Interpretation of French Song (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, Inc.,
1970), 33.
11 William Grant Still. “Songs of Separation 1945 – Poéme” (transcribed by Dr. Johnie Dean,
unpublished, 2021, photocopy), 3.
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Figure 4 Poéme: Example of the parallel relationship between the voice and the

The absence of the strings lasts only for three measures, then they return to

punctuate the thought, “Tout dormait allentour (The world around me slept).”

At the end of Poéme, Still brings back a motive used in Idolatry with the use of

ostinato. Although subdued, the ostinato is apparent, especially in the left hand in
mm. 10.1 – 12, which is the climax in of the song. The use of an ostinato helps to
build the tension of the text from the word “calme (calm)” to the word “Alons

(Then).” As well, Still uses a technique seen in Idolatry, which speaks to his love for
opera and the operatic technique of recitative, a type of singing halfway between

speech and singing. Still uses recitative to bring tension as a continuation of thought
from Idolatry. This is the only place in the cycle where Still gives clear direction to
use recitative and it appears to be used as a point of punctuation. See Figure 5. 12

William Grant Still, “Songs of Separation 1945 – Poéme” (transcribed by Dr. Johnie Dean,
unpublished, 2021, photocopy), 2.
12

19

Figure 5 Poéme: Example of recitative.

As stated above, Poéme is in French and in traditional art song repertoire, songs are

typically in the same language, by the same poet, or deal with a similar theme. 13 The
13

Laura Tunbridge, The Song Cycle (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 154.

20

fact that Still set a French song in an all-English song cycle is a bold departure from
tradition. It is this “outside the box” approach to composition, that helped to thrust
Still forward as a noted twentieth-century composer.

21

III.

Parted

She wrapped her soul in a lace of lies,
With a prime deceit to pin it;
And I thought I was gaining a fearsome prize,
So I staked my soul to win it.
We wed and parted on her complaint,
And both were a bit of barter,
Tho’ I’ll confess that I’m no saint,
I’ll swear that she’s no martyr.

Parted, poetry by Paul Lawrence Dunbar (1872 – 1906), functions as a sort of

comic relief of Songs of Separation. Dunbar was the first African American to achieve
a national reputation which was accepted by both white and Black audiences as a
poet and writer. Still used Dunbar’s poetry in many of his compositions, most

notably Afro-American Symphony (1930). Parted, according to Orin Moe, is the

“fulcrum” of Songs of Separation. 14 It is where things shift in the poetry and we hear,
musically, the calm before the storm. Still appears to have more fun with this piece
with it being light, witty, and abrupt contrasting to the other songs in the cycle.

Parted, although not the shortest, has a brisk tempo and moves much quickly than
the previous Idolatry and Poéme.

At the beginning, the piano part rests, except on the punch lines of the jokes.

See Figure 6 15 in Still’s hand. An example of this is: “She wrapped her soul in a lace

of lies, with a prime deceit to pin it;” On the phrase “pin it” the piano plays B-D-E in
octaves and the strings play a sustained D7 chord. The entire string quartet moves

Orin Moe, “William Grant Still: Songs of Separation” Black Music Research Journal 1, (1980), 19.
William Grant Still, “Songs of Separation c. 1945 – Parted, Piano score” (Unpublished manuscript,
photocopy, William Grant Still family, Flagstaff, AZ.)
14
15
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throughout the first eight measures in a close position to one another often creating
dissonances on key words such as “lies,” “prize,” and “complaint.” Prior to each one
of these words, Still uses pizzicato (plucking the strings of a violin or other stringed
instrument with one's finger) to deftly emphasize the overarching theme of
separation.

Figure 6 The piano part of Still’s original chamber manuscript of

Still’s original

In this cycle, each piece has a small musical interlude within it except for

Parted and If You Should Go. The point to note is that both Parted and If you Should
Go deal with the subject of leaving one’s love and being separated. However,

because of the absence of the musical interlude, the flow of the music does not allow
one to dwell on this notion, but rather attempt to come to grips of the possibility of
love returning.

The vocal range goes from E3 to A4 (Low Voice) and E4 to A5 (High Voice).

This fact is significant because like Poème, Parted boasts the highest note in the cycle

and has the largest range. This range could signify the distance the character feels
23

from love, or even the distance they feel from reality. Either way, the expansion of

the vocal range is skillfully employed by Still to reflect the distance alluded to in the
poem.
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IV.

If You Should Go

Love, leave me like the light,
The gently passing day;
We would not know, but for the night,
When it has slipped away.
Go quietly; a dream
When done, should leave no trace
That it has lived, except a gleam
Across the dreamer’s face.

If You should Go is the shortest piece of the cycle, and has many elements that

highlight the calm, yet bruised, state of the character. With poetry by Countee Cullen
(1903- 1946), If You should Go is in a similar compositional style to that of Poème.

The piano part in the chamber arrangement is filled with lush chords, and triads and
seventh chords with doublings in both on the left and right hands. In Figure 7, we
can see the interplay of sound between the strings and piano that creates a

percussive element with the slurs in the piano on beats one and three and the half
notes in the string quartet.
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Figure 7 Beginning of If You should Go.

The piano part remains steady while the strings remain on half notes almost

entirely throughout the duration of the setting. This effect adds lyricism which
assists the melodic line in the voice. During the first three measures, shown in

Figure 7, 16 we can see how the string ensemble serves as a support to the voice and
piano as the voice ascends, in a stepwise legato line, while the strings are outlining

the tonic harmony. This happens as the piano is playing seventh chords with some
doublings to fill out the texture of the section. Still then creates a contrast at the

song’s climax “Go quietly,” at which point the strings are muted. Sustained half notes
in the strings serve as a backdrop to the pulse of the quarter notes of the piano
towards the end which creates a dream-like feeling.

William Grant Still, “Songs of Separation 1945 – If You Should Go” (transcribed by Dr. Johnie Dean,
unpublished, 2021, photocopy), 1.
16
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At m. 11, Still uses a musical caesura to give emphasis to the second climax

on the word “lived.” It is in the silence of the caesura; we can connect the thoughts of
love leaving and love still being present with the hope of being renewed as it leaves
a “gleam across the dreamer’s face.” The strings are mostly in thirds, and the
harmony is clear, while the power of the text shines through.
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V.

Black Pierrot

I am a black Pierrot:
She did not love me,
So I crept away into the night
And the night was black, too

I am a black Pierrot:
She did not love me,
So I wept until the dawn
Dripped blood over eastern hills
And my heart was bleeding, too

I am a black Pierrot:
She did not love me,
So with my once gay-colored soul
Shrunken like a balloon without air,
I went forth in the morning
To seek a new brown love.

Still had a long relationship with Langston Hughes (b. 1902 – d. 1967), the

poet for the last song of the cycle, Black Pierrot. In fact, in a letter written to another

poet of the cycle (Arna Bontemps) about Songs of Separation, Still refers to the other
poets by last name and Langston Hughes, by his first which could have signified a
close relationship between the two. 17 Hughes and Still collaborated on several

projects together with one of the larger projects being Still’s most famous opera,

Troubled Island (1949). Troubled Island had two librettists: the first was Hughes and
the second was Still’s second wife, Verna Arvy.

Like other great composers, such as Joseph Haydn and Wolfgang A. Mozart,

Still seems to have masterfully integrated musical ideas presented in each song of

17

Letter from William Grant Still to Arna Bontemps, November 21st, 1945.
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the cycle in Black Pierrot. This integration is illustrated by the following discussion
of the function of each set of instruments and their contribution to this piece.

In measure one, Still begins this piece with pizzicato that is reminiscent of

Parted. After introducing a new idea in the second measure, the strings bring back
parallel octaves that are reminiscent of Idolatry as the text exclaims, “I am a Black
Pierrot.” See this musical analysis illustrated in Figure 8. 18 The piano then swells

with robust chordal changes moving up a fifth and landing on the dominant of the

key, D-Major, which is also the opening key of Poème. However, the full chord is not
sounded, only the tonic is played at a two-octave range at the fermata in m. 7. Once
the vocal line starts to sing about his love, the piano fades and the string ensemble

takes over. In between, the piano rests the entire time until the word “air” in m. 27.
At this point, the singer ends with the words “I went forth in the morning to seek a

new brown love.” This phrase is repeated, and the piano repeats the same motive as
if to bring attention to the phrase. From here, a shift is noticed when Still uses a

rising harmonic progression as the voice repeats, “I went forth in the morning,” for
five measures with the climax on beat three of m. 40. Still ends this piece with a

slow, jazz infused cadential progression on the word “love.” Still uses his ability for
expanding the jazz influences as well as using the ensemble to give weight to the

text and direction for the emotion of the piece. With the expansion of harmonies, the
lush chordal structure, and the use of previously established motives, the string

William Grant Still, “Songs of Separation 1945 – Black Pierrot.” (transcribed by Dr. Johnie Dean,
unpublished, 2021, photocopy), 1.
18
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quartet creates a ravishingly beautiful backdrop to the voice and piano in this final
song and is the driving force for the momentum of the entire cycle.
Figure 8 Beginning of Black Pierrot.

In mm. 4-5, when the piano plays only the octave figures, the strings fill the

space with a full sound of lush chords and sweeping musical gestures. From m. 8 to
m. 27, the quartet supports the singer as he begins to sing about why he is a Black

Pierrot. This section starts with the strings playing pizzicato then going back to arco
at measure m. 12, where the piano fills the ensemble with a low G, the tonic of the
key. The entire section from m. 8 to m. 27 is considered the aria right after the

recitative in that Hughes write about what happened when “She” stopped loving

him. Still masterfully mutes the piano except on the more important words of the
section, “blood” and “Black Pierrot”, which is reminiscent of Parted where the
strings brought out the punchline of the joke. What a wonderful interplay of
compositional techniques.
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Beginning at six bars after m. 27 (See Figure 9), there is a musical caesura

that brings the previous section to a screeching halt. This musical pause allows
space for the listener, singer, and instrumentalist, to gather their thoughts and

prepare for the finale of the cycle. It is important to allow a song to breathe in that

moment because of the build of the musical and dramatic tension. The breath also
shifts for the string quartet to serve more of an accompanying role than that of a

featured part. The voice now takes over to exclaim being in love during being alone
the crux of the cycle.

Figure 9 The climax of Black Pierrot.

The voice plays a central and important role in the entire cycle. However, in

this final song, the voice is elevated to a more prominent position within the

ensemble, serving as the primary driving force of the momentum of the piece. Still’s
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setting of Hughes’ poetry fashions some of the most lyric vocal lines in the entire
cycle. The sheer length and breadth of the vocal line display the importance Still
places on the voice. The first four songs range between 13 – 23 measures, while
Black Pierrot expands forty-three measures in length.

At forty-three measures long, this is the only piece where Still does not use

the recitative theme in the music. Instead, he decides to repeat the phrase “I went

forth in the morning” as the voice progresses up the scale and increases in volume.
The voice then reaches a climax at the end of the piece on the word “love.”

In bringing all the elements together, voice, piano, and string quartet, Still

effectively uses their colors and textures to characterize "A Black Pierrot," i.e., a

small clown. The three layers, also reveal the whimsical and serious nature of the
clown’s life. With the use of jazz infused cadential progressions in the piano, lush

chords and sweeping musical gestures in the string quartet, and lyrical singing in
the voice, Black Pierrot is a fitting culmination to this great work.

Copyright © Michael Shawn Preacely 2021
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CONCLUSION

It is the author’s assessment that this chamber arrangement of Songs of

Separation stands as a major advancement in the composition’s evolution and

provide a new avenue for more musicians to engage Still’s work. The instruments

are used to enhance the text and mood of the piece providing beauty and complexity
while maintaining the cohesiveness of the ensemble and the clarity of the poetry.
With this work, Still has added an invaluable contribution to American vocal and

chamber music of the twentieth century as well as highlighted the work of African

American artists during a time when their voices needed to be heard. Then and now.

Copyright © Michael Shawn Preacely 2021
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University of Kentucky Opera Theatre Production
La Traviata
Giuseppe Verdi
Giorgio Germont, Michael Preacely
October 6-8, 2017
Singletary Center for the Arts Concert Hall
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AN EVENING OF GERMAN LIEDER
DMA Recital
Michael Preacely, Baritone
With Prof. Cliff Jackson, Piano
December 16th, 2018, 6:00 PM
Niles Gallery
University of Kentucky
Program
Sechs Lieder von Gellert (1803)

Ludwig von Beethoven

Bitten

(1770 – 1827)

Die Liebe des Nächsten
Vom Tode

Die Ehre Gottes aus der Natur
Gottes Macht und Vorsehung
Bußlied

PAUSE

Vier ernste Gesänge (1896)

Denn es gehet dem Menschen

Johannes Brahms
(1833 – 1897)

Ich wandte mich und sahe
O tod, wie bitter bist du

Wenn ich mit Menschenzungen
INTERMISSION
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Dichterliebe (1840)

Im wunderschönen Monat Mai
Aus meinen Tränen sprießen

Robert Schumann
(1810 – 1856)

Die Rose, die Lilie, die Taube, die Sonne
Wenn ich in deine Augen seh’

Ich will meine Seele tauchen
In Rhein, im heiligen Strome

Ich grolle nicht, und wenn das Herz auch bricht
Und wüßten’s die Blumen, die kleinen
Das ist ein Flöten und Geigen
Hör’ ich Liedchen klingen

Ein Jüngling liebt ein Mädchen

Ich hab’ im Traum geweinet

Allnächtlich im Traume seh’ ich dich
Aus alten Märchen winkt es
Die alten bösen Lieder

For recording purposes, please hold applause until after each set/piece and have cell
phones on silent. As a courtesy to performers and other audience members, please
turn off and put away all electronic devices. The use of recording and photographic
equipment is permitted only by approved University personnel. No food or drink is
permitted in this performance venue. We ask that you remain seated throughout the
performance and, if you must exit, that you wait until applause.
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctor of
Music in Voice. Michael Preacely is a student of Dr. Everett McCorvey.
Thank you

I would like to say a special thank you to my family (LeTicia, Joshua, Benjamin, Jayce
and my Mom) for your love, support and inspiration. I would also like to thank my
fellow colleagues for your words of encouragement and kindness. Last, but not least
a thank you to Dr. McCorvey and the awesome faculty and staff in the School of Music.
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctor of
Music in Voice. Michael Preacely is a student of Dr. Everett McCorvey
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PROGRAM NOTES and TRANSLATIONS
Sechs Lieder von Gellert, Op 48 1 (1803) Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)

Beethoven is a prominent Germanic composer who dominates the musical context
from the late classical period into the early romantic period. Beethoven is
considered by Grove Music to be the “most admired composer in the history of
Western music” 2.

The set of six poems that Beethoven chose for this collection were taken Christian
Fürchtegott Gellert’s (1715-1769) celebrated volume entitled Geistliche Oden und
Lieder, originally published in 1757. These songs deal with God’s goodness, His love,
His patients, His might and His forgiveness.
Bitten

Supplication

Gott, deine Güte reicht so weit,

God, your goodness reaches so far,

So weit die Wolken gehen,

as far as clouds ascend;

Du krönst uns mit Barmherzigkeit

you crown us with mercy

Und eilst, uns beizustehen.

and hasten to assist us.

Herr! Meine Burg, mein Fels, mein Hort, Lord! my fortress, my rock, my shield,
Vernimm mein Flehn, merk auf mein Wort;
Denn ich will vor dir beten!
Die Liebe des Nächsten

hear my cry, harken to my word;
then shall I before you pray!

Love thy neighbor

So jemand spricht: Ich liebe Gott,

If a man says: I love God,

Und haßt doch seine Brüder,

and hates yet his brother,

Der treibt mit Gottes Wahrheit Spott

he makes God's truth a mockery

Und reißt sie ganz darnieder.

and tears it entirely apart.

Gott ist die Lieb, und will, daß ich

God is love, and desires that I

Jonathan Retzlaff and Cheri Montgomery, Exploring Art Song Lyrics:Translation and Pronounciation
of the Italian, German, and French Repertoire.(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 94.
2 Kerman Drabkin, W., J., & Tyson, A. (2001, January 01). Beethoven, Ludwig van. Grove Music Online.
Ed.
Retrieved 10 Dec. 2018, from
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592
630.001. 001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000040026.
1
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Den Nächsten liebe, gleich als mich.

love my neighbor as myself.

Vom Tode

On death

Meine Lebenszeit verstreicht,

My span of life is past,

Stündlich eil ich zu dem Grabe,

hourly I hasten to the grave;

Und was ist's, das ich vielleicht,

and what is it, that I perhaps

Denk, o Mensch, an deinen Tod!

Think, O man! on your death;

Das ich noch zu leben habe?

have yet to live for?

Säume nicht, denn Eins ist Not!

tarry not; for one thing is needful.

Die Ehre Gottes aus der Natur

The glory of God in nature

Die Himmel rühmen des Ewigen Ehre;

The heaven magnify the glory of God,

Ihr Schall pflanzt seinen Namen fort.

Ihn rühmt der Erdkreis, ihn preisen die Meere;
Vernimm, o Mensch, ihr göttlich Wort!

Wer trägt der Himmel unzählbare Sterne?
Wer führt die Sonn aus ihrem Zelt?
Sie kommt und leuchtet
und lacht uns von ferne

their sound proclaims His name.
The earth praises Him,
the seas praise Him;

harken, O man, to their divine word!
Who holds the heavens
numberless stars?

Who guides the sun through its realm?

It comes and smiles,
and laughs on us from afar,

Und läuft den Weg gleich als ein Held.

and runs its course like a hero.

Gottes Macht und Vorsehung

God’s might and foresight

Gott ist mein Lied!

God is my song!

Er ist der Gott der Stärke,

He is the God of Strength;

Hehr ist sein Nam'

Exalted is His name,

Und groß sind seine Werke,

and great are His works;

Und alle Himmel sein Gebiet.

and all heaven is His domain.
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Bußlied
An dir, allein an dir hab ich gesündigt,
Und übel oft vor dir getan.

Du siehst die Schuld,
die mir den Fluch verkündigt;

Sieh, Gott, auch meinen Jammer an.

Song of penitence
Against You alone have I sinned,

and evil often before You have I done.

You see my guilt
which calls Your punishment on me;

see, God, also my distress.

Dir ist mein Flehn,
mein Seufzen nicht verborgen,

From You my prayers,
my sighs are not consealed,

Und meine Tränen sind vor dir.

and my tears are before You.

Ach Gott, mein Gott,
wie lange soll ich sorgen?

Ah, God, my God,
how long must I worry?

Wie lang entfernst du dich von mir?

How long will You forsake me?

Herr, handle nicht mit mir
nach meinen Sünden,

Lord, deal with me
not according to my sins,

Vergilt mir nicht nach meiner Schuld.
Ich suche dich,
laß mich dein Antlitz finden,

Du Gott der Langmut und Geduld.

pay me not according to my guilt.

I search for You;
allow me to find Your face,

You God of long-suffering and patience.

Früh wollst du mich
mit deiner Gnade füllen,

Early may You fill me
with Your grace,

Gott, Vater der Barmherzigeit.

Erfreue mich um deines Namens willen,
Du bist mein Gott, der gern erfreut.

God, Father of Mercy.

Renew me for Your name's sake;

You are my God, who gladly consoles.
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Vier ernste Gesänge, Op. 121 (1896) 3

Johannes Brahms (1833–1897)

Brahms completed Vier ernste Gesänge (Four Serious Songs) in 1896, a year before
his death. This piece represents the only composition published in the last year of
his life. Brahms was a close friend of Clara Schumann and her death (May 20th
1886) coupled with a recent and depressing series of deaths among those close to
him (some quite young), all contributed to the mood that brought these songs forth.
Brahms was also ailing himself and dealing with the sickness that ended his life.

The texts from all four songs are drawn from the bible. The first two come from the
Old Testament book of Ecclesiastes, the third from the apochryphal book of
Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) and the fourth song is drawn from the New Testament in
First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians. The first three songs deal with death and
death, the transience of life and oppression while the last song focuses on faith, hope
and charity. The first three songs of this cycle are all in a minor key which speaks to
the pain and suffering for which Brahms was experiencing. The last song is in a
major key and suggests the ascension of the spirit which also signifies death.
Denn es gehet dem Menschen

As it goes for the man

Denn es gehet dem Menschen wie dem Vieh;

As it goes for the man,
so it goes for the beast,

wie dies stirbt, so stirbt er auch;
und haben alle einerlei Odem;

as one dies, so dies the other also;

and all have the same breath;

und der Mensch hat nichts
mehr denn das Vieh:

and the man has nothing
more than the beast:

denn es ist alles eitel.

for all is in vain.

Es fährt alles an einen Ort;

All go to one place;

es ist alles von Staub gemacht,

All are made from dust,

Wer weiß, ob der Geist
des Menschen aufwärts fahre,

Who knows the spirit of a
man ehich goes upward,

und wird wieder zu Staub.

and will return to dust.

und der Odem des Viehes

and the breath of the beast which

unterwärts unter die Erde fahre?

goes downward under the earth?

Darum sahe ich, daß nichts bessers ist,

So I saw there is nothing better

Jonathan Retzlaff and Cheri Montgomery, Exploring Art Song Lyrics:Translation and Pronounciation
of the Italian, German, and French Repertoire.(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 103.
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denn daß der Mensch fröhlich sei

Than that a man is happy

in seiner Arbeit, denn das ist sein Teil.

in his work fo that is his lot.,

Denn wer will ihn dahin bringen,

daß er sehe, was nach ihm geschehen wird?
Ich wandte mich und sahe

So who can bring him,

that he may see what

will happen after him?

I returned and saw

Ich wandte mich und sahe an alle,

I returned and saw all

die Unrecht leiden unter der Sonne;

the injustice under the sun;

Die Unrecht litten
und hatten keinen Tröster;

the oppressed,
and they had no comforter;

Und siehe, da waren Tränen derer,

and saw tears of those,

Und die ihnen Unrecht täten,
waren zu mächtig,

and the oppressed
were too mighty

Daß sie keinen Tröster haben konnten.

that they no comforter could have.

Da lobte ich die Toten,

So I praised the dead

die schon gestorben waren

that they had already died,

die noch das Leben hatten;

who still are yet alive;

Mehr als die Lebendigen,

more than the living

Und der noch nicht ist,
ist besser, als alle beide,

but he that is neither
is better than both,

Und des Bösen nicht inne wird,

and has not known the evil

Das unter der Sonne geschieht.

that happens under the sun.

O Tod, wie bitter bist du

O death, how bitter you are

O Tod, wie bitter bist du,

O, death, how bitter you are,

Wenn an dich gedenket ein Mensch,

to the thought of a man

Der gute Tage und genug hat

who has good days and plenty

und ohne Sorge gelebet;

and lives without worries,

Und dem es wohl geht in allen Dingen
Und noch wohl essen mag!

and for whom all things go well
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and still eat well!

O Tod, wie bitter bist du.

O, death, how bitter you are!

O Tod,
wie wohl tust du dem Dürftigen,

O death,
how well you care for the needy

Der da schwach und alt ist,

who are weak and old,

Der in allen Sorgen steckt,

that in all trouble are afflicted

Und nichts Bessers zu hoffen,

with nothing better to hope for

Noch zu erwarten hat!

nor to anticipate.

O Tod, wie wohl tust du!

O death, how well you care.

Wenn ich mit Menschen
Wenn ich mit Menschen und mit
Engelzungen redete

If I speak with the tongues of men
If I speak with the tongues of men and with

und hätte der Liebe nicht,

so wäre ich ein tönend Erz

oder eine klingende Schelle.

angel’s tongues could speak,,
and had not love,

then I would be as a sounding brass,
or a clanging cymbal.

Und wenn ich weissagen könnte

And if I could prophesy

und wüßte alle Geheimnisse

and know all secrets

und alle Erkenntnis

and all knowledge,

und hätte allen Glauben, also,

and had all faith, so

daß ich Berge versetzte,

that I could remove mountains,

und hätte der Liebe nicht,

and had not love,

so wäre ich nichts.

then I would be nothing.

Und wenn ich alle meine Habe

And If I all of my belongings

den Armen gäbe

to the poor gave

Und ließe meinen Leib Brennen

and suffered my body to burn,

und hätte der Liebe nicht,

and had not love,

so wäre mir's nichts nütze.

Then it would be to me of no gain.

Wir sehen jetzt durch einen Spiegel,

We see now through a mirror

In einem dunklen Wrote

Dann aber von Angesicht zu Angesichte.

in obscure words,
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but then face to face;

Jetzt erkenne ich's stückweise;

now I partially,

Dann aber werd ich erkennen,

then will I understand

Gleich wie ich erkennet bin.

Even as I am understood.

Nun aber bleibt Glaube, Hoffnung, Liebe,

But now abideth Faith, Hope, Love,

Diese drei;

these three;

Aber die Liebe ist

but love is

die größeste unter ihnen.

the greatest among them.

Dichterliebe (A Poet’s Love) (1840) 4

Robert Schumann (1810–1856)

Heinrich Heine completed his second collection of poems, Lyric Intermezzo, in 1823.
This would be the collection that Schumann decided to set to music and name,
Dichterliebe. 5
Schumann first met Heine in 1828, shortly after publication of Lyric Intermezzo. But
the composer wrote few songs until his “Liederjahr” - 1840 - when he wrote well
over one hundred, a significant portion of his lifetime output. The Dichterliebe cycle,
initially containing 20 songs, was written in fewer than 10 days. Schumann wrote to
a publisher: “How successful these songs may be in public, I cannot really say. I can
say, however, that I have never before written anything with such love as when I
was composing this group.” 6
Of the four major song cycles, Myrthen (Myrtles), Opus 25, the Liederkreis (Song
Cycle) to texts of Heine, Opus 24, Liederkreis, Opus 39, to poems of Eichendorff, and
the twenty songs originally destined for Dichterliebe (four were later removed and
published separately), Dichterliebe is the only one to contain an implicit story,
created through Schumann’s arrangement of the Heine texts in a way to suggest a
young lover whose sentiments are not returned and who gradually realizes the
illusory nature of his passion. Finally, with considerable bitterness, he buries his
emotional torments. Heine’s texts are masterfully created with frequent ironic tone
that is often muted in Schumann’s settings.

Song 1 (Op. 48, No. 1)

Im wunderschönen Monat Mai,

Poem I

In the wonderfully fair month of May,

James C.S. Liu, Alison Hickey, Emily Spear, Kathy Gerlach, James Wilkinson. “Robert Schumann
(1810 - 1856) / Heinrich Heine (1797 - 1856): Dichterliebe, Op. 48 (original and final versions): Text
and Translations.”Accessed December 10th, 2018,
http://www.jamescsliu.com/classical/Schumann_Op48_original.html#bibliography
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
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als alle Knospen sprangen,

as all the flower-buds burst,

da ist in meinem Herzen

then in my heart

die Liebe aufgegangen.

Im wunderschönen Monat Mai,
als alle Vögel sangen,

love arose.

In the wonderfully fair month of May,
as all the birds were singing,

da hab' ich ihr gestanden

then I confessed to her

mein Sehnen und Verlangen.

my yearning and longing.

Song 2 (Op. 48, No.2)

Poem II

Aus meinen Tränen sprießen

From my tears spring

viel blühende Blumen hervor,

many blooming flowers forth,

und meine Seufzer warden

and my sighs become

ein Nachtigallenchor,

a nightingale choir,

und wenn du mich lieb hast, Kindchen,
schenk' ich dir die Blumen all',

und vor deinem Fenster soll klingen
das Lied der Nachtigall.

and if you have love for me, child,
I'll give you all the flowers,

and before your window shall sound

the song of the nightingale.

Song 3 (Op. 48, No. 3)

Poem III

Die Rose, die Lilie, die Taube, die Sonne,

The rose, the lily, the dove, the sun,

Ich lieb' sie nicht mehr, ich liebe alleine

I love them no more, I love only

die liebt' ich einst alle in Liebeswonne.

I once loved them all in love's bliss.

die Kleine, die Feine, die Reine, die Eine;

the small, the fine, the pure, the one;

ist Rose und Lilie und Taube und Sonne.

is rose and lily and dove and sun.

sie selber, aller Liebe Wonne,

she herself, source of all love,
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Song 4 (Op. 48, No. 4)
Wenn ich in deine Augen seh',

so schwindet all' mein Leid und Weh!
Doch wenn ich küsse deinen Mund,

Poem IV
When I look into your eyes,

then vanish all my sorrow and pain!
Ah, but when I kiss your mouth,

so werd' ich ganz und gar gesund. then I will be wholly and completely healthy.
Wenn ich mich lehn' an deine Brust,

kommt's über mich wie Himmelslust,

doch wenn du sprichst: Ich liebe dich!

When I lean on your breast,

I am overcome with heavenly delight,
ah, but when you say, "I love you!"

so muß ich weinen bitterlich.

then I must weep bitterly.

Song 7 (Op. 48, No. 5)

Poem VII

Ich will meine Seele tauchen

I want to plunge my soul

in den Kelch der Lilie hinein;

into the chalice of the lily;

die Lilie soll klingend hauchen

the lily shall resoundingly exhale

ein Lied von der Liebsten mein.

a song of my beloved.

Das Lied soll schauern und beben,

The song shall quiver and tremble,

wie der Kuß von ihrem Mund',

like the kiss from her mouth,

den sie mir einst gegeben

that she once gave me

in wunderbar süßer Stund'!

in a wonderfully sweet hour!

Song 8 (Op. 48, No. 6)

Poem XI

Im Rhein, im heiligen Strome,

In the Rhine, in the holy stream,

da spiegelt sich in den Well'n

there is mirrored in the waves,

mit seinem großen Dome

with its great cathedral,

das große, heilige Köln.

Im Dom da steht ein Bildniß

great holy Cologne.

In the cathedral, there stands an image
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auf goldenem Leder gemalt.

on golden leather painted.

In meines Lebens Wildniß

Into my life's wilderness

hat's freundlich hineingestrahlt.

it has shined in amicably.

Es schweben Blumen und Eng'lein

There hover flowers and little angels

um unsre liebe Frau;

around our beloved Lady,

die Augen, die Lippen, die Wänglein,

the eyes, the lips, the little cheeks,

die gleichen der Liebsten genau.

they match my beloved's exactly.

Song 9 (Op. 48, No. 7)

Poem XVIII

Ich grolle nicht,
und wenn das Herz auch bricht,

ewig verlor'nes Lieb! Ich grolle nicht.

I bear no grudge,
even as my heart is breaking,

Wie du auch strahlst in Diamantenpracht,

eternally lost love! I bear no grudge.

es fällt kein Strahl
in deines Herzens Nacht,

Even though you shine in diamond
splendor,
there falls no light
into your heart's night,

das weiß ich längst.

that I've known for a long time.

Ich sah dich ja im Traume,

I saw you, truly, in my dreams,

Ich grolle nicht,
und wenn das Herz auch bricht.

I bear no grudge,
even as my heart is breaking.

und sah die Nacht
in deines Herzens Raume,

and saw the night
in your heart's cavity,

und sah die Schlang',
die dir am Herzen frißt,

and saw the serpent
that feeds on your heart,

ich sah, mein Lieb,
wie sehr du elend bist.

I saw, my love,
how very miserable you are.

Ich grolle nicht.

I bear no grudge.
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Song 10 (Op. 48, No. 8)

Poem XXII

Und wüßten's die Blumen,
die kleinen,

And if they knew it, the blooms,
the little ones,

wie tief verwundet mein Herz,

how deeply wounded my heart is,

sie würden mit mir weinen

they would weep with me

zu heilen meinen Schmerz.

Und wüßten's die Nachtigallen,
wie ich so traurig und krank,

to heal my pain.

And if they knew it, the nightingales,
how I am so sad and sick,

sie ließen fröhlich erschallen

they would merrily unleash

erquickenden Gesang.

refreshing song.

Und wüßten sie mein Wehe,
die goldenen Sternelein,

sie kämen aus ihrer Höhe,

und sprächen Trost mir ein.

And if they knew my pain,
the golden little stars,

they would descend from their heights
and would comfort me.

Die alle können's nicht wissen,

All of them cannot know it,

sie hat ja selbst zerrissen,

she herself has indeed torn,

nur Eine kennt meinen Schmerz;

only one knows my pain,

zerrissen mir das Herz.

torn up my heart.

Song 11 (Op. 48, No. 9)

Poem XX

Das ist ein Flöten und Geigen,

Trompeten schmettern darein.

Da tanzt wohl den Hochzeitreigen

die Herzallerliebste mein.

There is a fluting and fiddling,
and trumpets blasting in.

Surely, there dancing the wedding dance
is my dearest beloved.

Das ist ein Klingen und Dröhnen,
ein Pauken und ein Schalmei'n;

There is a ringing and roaring
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of drums and shawms,

dazwischen schluchzen und stöhnen

amidst it sobbing and moaning

die lieblichen Engelein.

are dear little angels.

Song 12 (Op. 48, No. 10)

Poem XLI

Hör' ich das Liedchen klingen,

I hear the little song sounding

so will mir die Brust zerspringen

and my heart wants to shatter

Es treibt mich ein dunkles Sehnen

I am driven by a dark longing

das einst die Liebste sang,

that my beloved once sang,

von wildem Schmerzendrang.

from savage pain's pressure.

hinauf zur Waldeshöh',

up to the wooded heights,

dort lös't sich auf in Tränen

there is dissolved in tears

mein übergroßes Weh'.

my supremely great pain.

Song 13 (Op. 48, No. 11)

Poem XL

Ein Jüngling liebt ein Mädchen,

A young man loves a girl,

die hat einen Andern erwählt;

who has chosen another man,

und hat sich mit dieser vermählt.

and has gotten married to her.

der Andre liebt' eine Andre,

the other loves yet another

Das Mädchen nimmt aus Ärger

The girl takes out of resentment

den ersten besten Mann

the first, best man

der ihr in den Weg gelaufen;

who crosses her path;

der Jüngling ist übel dran.

the young man is badly off.

Es ist eine alte Geschichte

It is an old story

doch bleibt sie immer neu;

und wem sie just passieret,

dem bricht das Herz entzwei.

but remains eternally new,

and for him to whom it has just happened
it breaks his heart in two.
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Song 14 (Op. 48, No. 12)

Poem XLVI

Am leuchtenden Sommermorgen

On a shining summer morning

geh' ich im Garten herum.

I go about in the garden.

Es flüstern und sprechen die Blumen, The flowers are whispering and speaking,
ich aber wandle stumm.

I however wander silently.

Es flüstern und sprechen die Blumen, The flowers are whispering and speaking,
und schau'n mitleidig mich an:

and look sympathetically at me:

Sei uns'rer Schwester nicht böse,

"Do not be angry with our sister,

du trauriger, blasser Mann.

you sad, pale man."

Song 17 (Op. 48, No. 13)

Poem LVI

Ich hab' im Traum geweinet,

I have in my dreams wept,

mir träumte du lägest im Grab.

I dreamed you lay in your grave.

Ich wachte auf, und die Träne

I woke up and the tears

floß noch von der Wange herab.

still flowed down from my cheeks.

Ich hab' im Traum geweinet,

I have in my dreams wept

mir träumt' du verließest mich.

I dreamed you forsook me.

noch lange bitterlich.

for a long time and bitterly.

Ich wachte auf, und ich weinte
Ich hab' im Traum geweinet,

mir träumte du wär'st mir noch gut.
Ich wachte auf, und noch immer

I woke up and I wept

I have in my dreams wept,

I dreamed you still were good to me.
I woke up, and still now

strömt meine Tränenflut.

streams my flood of tears.
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Song 18 (Op. 48, No. 14)

Poem LVII

Allnächtlich im Traume seh' ich dich,
und sehe dich freundlich grüßen,

und lautaufweinend stürz' ich mich
zu deinen süßen Füßen.

Every night in my dreams I see you,

and see your friendly greeting,

and loudly crying out, I throw myself

at your sweet feet.

Du siehest mich an wehmütiglich,

You look at me wistfully

und schüttelst das blonde Köpfchen;

and shake your blond little head;

aus deinen Augen schleichen sich

from your eyes steal forth

die Perlentränentröpfchen.

little pearly teardrops.

Du sagst mir heimlich ein leises Wort,

You say to me secretly a soft word,

Ich wache auf, und der Strauß ist fort,

I wake up, and the garland is gone,

und gibst mir den Strauß von Zypressen.

and give me a garland of cypress.

und's Wort hab' ich vergessen.

and the word I have forgotten.

Song 19 (Op. 48, No. 15)

Poem XLIV

Aus alten Märchen winkt es

From old fairy-tales it beckons

hervor mit weißer Hand,

to me with a white hand,

da singt es und da klingt es

there it sings and there it resounds

von einem Zauberland';

von einem Zauberland';

wo bunte Blumen blühen

where colorful flowers bloom

im gold'nen Abendlicht,

in the golden twilight,

und lieblich duftend glühen

and sweetly, fragrantly glow

mit bräutlichem Gesicht;

with a bride-like face.

Und grüne Bäume singen

And green trees sing

uralte Melodei'n,

primeval melodies,
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die Lüfte heimlich klingen,

the breezes secretly sound

und Vögel schmettern drein;

and birds warble in them.

Und Nebelbilder steigen

And misty images rise

wohl aus der Erd' hervor,

indeed forth from the earth,

und tanzen luft'gen Reigen

and dance airy reels

im wunderlichen Chor;

in fantastic chorus.

Und blaue Funken Brennen

And blue sparks burn

an jedem Blatt und Reis,

on every leaf and twig,

und rote Lichter rennen

and red lights run

im irren, wirren Kreis;

in crazy, hazy rings.

Und laute Quellen brechen

And loud springs burst

aus wildem Marmorstein,

out of wild marble stone,

und seltsam in den Bächen

and oddly in the brooks

strahlt fort der Widerschein.

shine forth the reflections.

Ach! könnt' ich dorthin kommen,

Ah! If I could enter there

und dort mein Herz erfreu'n,

and there gladden my heart,

und aller Qual entnommen,

and have all anguish taken away,

Ach! jenes Land der Wonne,

Oh, that land of bliss,

und frei und selig sein!

and be free and blessed!

das seh' ich oft im Traum,

I see it often in dreams,

doch kommt die Morgensonne,

but come the morning sun,

zerfließt's wie eitel Schaum.

and it melts away like mere froth.
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Song 20 (Op. 48, No. 16)

Poem LXVI

Die alten, bösen Lieder,

The old, angry songs,

die Träume bös' und arg,

the dreams angry and nasty,

die laßt uns jetzt begraben,

let us now bury them,

holt einen großen Sarg.

fetch a great coffin.

Hinein leg' ich gar manches,

In it I will lay very many things,

doch sag' ich noch nicht was.

though I shall not yet say what.

Der Sarg muß sein noch größer

The coffin must be even larger

wie's Heidelberger Faß.

than the Heidelberg Tun.

Und holt eine Totenbahre,

And fetch a death-bier,

von Bretter fest und dick;

of boards firm and thick,

auch muß sie sein noch länger

they also must be even longer

als wie zu Mainz die Brück'.

than Mainz's great bridge.

Und holt mir auch zwölf Riesen,

And fetch me also twelve giants,

die müssen noch stärker sein
als wie der starke Christoph
im Dom zu Köln am Rhein.

who must be yet mightier

than mighty St. Christopher

in the Cathedral of Cologne on the Rhine.

Die sollen den Sarg forttragen,

They shall carry the coffin away,

und senken in's Meer hinab;

and sink it down into the sea,

denn solchem großen Sarge

for such a great coffin

gebührt ein großes Grab.

deserves a great grave.

so groß und schwer mag sein?

be so large and heavy?

Wißt ihr warum der Sarg wohl

How could the coffin

Ich senkt' auch meine Liebe

Und meinen Schmerz hinein.

I also sank my love
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with my pain in it.
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Thank you

I would like to say a special thank you to my family (LeTicia, Joshua, Benjamin, Jayce
and my Mom) for your love, support and inspiration. I would also like to thank my

fellow colleagues for your words of encouragement and kindness. Last, but not least
a thank you to Dr. McCorvey and the awesome faculty and staff in the School of
Music.

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctor of
Music in Voice. Michael Preacely is a student of Dr. Everett McCorvey
Program Notes

This doctoral vocal recital is comprised of four genres: American Art Song, Musical
Theater, The Great American Song Book, and the American Negro Spiritual, to
celebrate the immense musical contributions in American music.
THE AMERICAN ART SONG

The art songs presented here are comprised of three composers whose
compositions range from 1939 to 2010. The first of these composers is Ricky Ian
Gordon. Gordon, born on May 15, 1956, is from Oceanside, NY. He has been a
composer his entire musical career. After graduating from Carnegie Mellon
University and moving to NYC, he quickly emerged as a leading writer of vocal music
that spans art song, opera, and musical theater. The first piece, “Prayer”, is a piece
that Gordon included in his song cycle, Genius Child (1993) with poetry by Langston
Hughes (1901 -1967). 1 In this piece, Gordon writes a descending line on each
phrase as if to signify the longing of the spirit in the prayer with short text that
repeats three separate times and in three different keys. After the second time the
text is sung, there is a piano interlude. It is in this interlude that the listener has an
opportunity to reflect on their own prayer with the piano serving as the voice and
the accompaniment simultaneously. Gordon ends this piece with a question as a
suspension in the key that intentionally leaves the piece unresolved to emphasize
the unanswered question.
“I Walk Away”, is from the theatrical song cycle Rappahannock County (2010) with
lyrics by librettist Mark Campbell. This song cycle captures key emotional,
sociological, and historical moments in the Civil War. The narrative follows the lines

1

Ricky Ian Gordon. “Bio,” accessed April 20, 2019, https://www.rickyiangordon.com/bio/.
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of history, from secession in 1861 to defeat in 1865, and is in five parts. In part four,
a black soldier has captured a white soldier. He COULD kill the white soldier, but he
is BIGGER than him...and instead of killing him, walks away. Gordon writes, “It is a
very strong piece in that way because he is not the one who should have moral
strength, after all he and his people have been through, but he does. He doesn't kill
the soldier; he just SHAMES him!” 2 The piano accompaniment in this piece serves as
a precursor to what is going to happen in the drama. With several key changes and
rising and falling scaler patterns, this piece encompasses a whirlwind of emotions as
the moral character of the soldier is portrayed.
The last song of this set is “A Horse with Wings”. With words and music by Gordan,
“A Horse with Wings” is part of a larger collection of 21 songs titled “A Horse with
Wings”. This song is about acknowledging the pain of loss, wanting to make things
right in a world where there is despair, and creating peace and harmony during pain
and suffering. It ends with the realization that what we do is important, and it has
true significance in the world. It is with this hope, that we can soar above all the
matters that are holding us down and dividing us, and fly!
John Duke (1899 – 1984) was born in Cumberland, Maryland. He began piano
lessons at age 11; and at 16 he entered the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore,
where he studied piano with Harold Randolph and composition with Gustav Strube.
Noted for being one of the finest composers of art-songs that America has produced,
Duke ended his career as a professor of music at Smith College.

The song cycle being performed today, is based on poems by Edward Arlington
Robinson (1869 - 1935) are among the best known and most often performed songs
in the American Art-song repertoire.
Richard Cory is the most provocative of the set. Richard Cory is very, very rich. He
is educated and proper. In short, we hold him on a pedestal, and dream of being up
there with him. We work hard, sacrificing and striving for a position next to him.
Then, unexpectedly, he kills himself. Duke masterfully expresses each emotion in
the accompaniment. There is a clear tension and uncertainty about the character
from the beginning as the entire piece there is a two against three rhythm between
the voice and piano.

Miniver Cheevy, is the second of set and Duke chooses to compose this piece as a
theme and variations piece. There are nine themes (Melancholy, Sprightly, Dreamy,
Dolorous, Grandiose, Indignant, Puzzled, Tipsy, Epilogue). Each theme has eight
measures except for the last theme which has eleven. Miniver is very similar to
Robinson's Richard Cory in its presentation of a deeply discontented individual who
2

Ricky Ian Gordon, Email conversation with composer, March 20th, 2018.
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is unable to integrate with society and is bent on self-destruction, albeit at different
paces.

Luke Havergal rounds out the three characters as he hears an exhortation by a
voice from the grave tempting him to reunite with a departed woman through a
journey into death in a place of falling leaves, twilight, and setting sun. The sunset is
blotted out by darkness and death in the gloomy west on a bitter, suicidal walk lit,
not by the dawn of the rising sun in the east, but by the fire of his unrequited,
desperate passion flashing from his eyes and reflecting on his forehead.
As the song ends, the A section repeats and presents the voice’s climactic, and
possibly successful, effort to seduce lonely and love-stricken Luke Havergal to trade
his wretched life for a promise of romance in the grave. This song is the most lyrical
of all the songs and is a great close to the set.
Samuel Barber (1910 – 1981) - Op. 10 (1939)

In a 1971 interview, Barber proclaimed, “I write what I feel”. In 1935, while at the
American Academy in Rome, Samuel Barber composed several new songs, choosing
poems from James Joyce’s Chamber Music (1907) as the texts for his settings of
“Rain Has Fallen,” “Sleep Now,” and “I Hear an Army,” were published collectively as
Three Songs, op. 10, by G. Schirmer in 1939. The songs are related thematically
(each describes a love affair) and musically with the first and last songs set in the
key of C minor and the middle song residing a minor third lower. The first two songs
were dedicated, respectively, to Barber’s friends Dario Cecchi and his sister
Susanna, both of whom shared the composer’s appreciation of Joyce’s poetry.
The Great American Song Book

The Great American Song Book, also known as “American Standards,” is the canon of
the most important and influential American popular songs and jazz standards from
the early 20th century. 3This section of the recital will present three pieces from
three great composers that will give a sampling with these favorite American tunes.
All the things you are (1939), is a song composed by Jerome Kern (1885 - with
lyrics written by Oscar Hammerstein II for the musical Very Warm for May (1939)
and appeared in the film Broadway Rhythm (1944). The piece is this recital was
arranged by Dr. Johnie Dean, Jr. This piece is in the standard AABA form. The
unique thing about this piece, according to an interview with Stephen Sondheim, is
that the tonic of the piece never appears until the end of the piece. Although what
appears to be a simple tune, this song is one of the most complex of American
standards.

Michael Feinstein. “About,” The Great American Song Book, accessed April 20, 2019.
https://thesongbook.org/about/what-is-the-songbook/.
3
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It’s only a Paper Moon (1933) written by Harold Arlen and lyrics by Yip Harburg
and Billy Rose and arranged by Dr. Tedrin Blair Lindsay. This American Song Book
standard is a romantic tune that symbolizes the old paper moon from the 20’s and
30’s under which people took pictures. The fake stars and the scenery all play a
significant role is the lyrics as they are fake, and the love is real, if you believe in me.

Days of Wine and Roses (1962), was written by Henry Mancini with lyrics by
Johnny Mercer for the movie of the same title. That year, they received the Academy
Award for Best Original Song for their work on the song. This piece was made
famous by several vocal artists, most notably Billy Eckstine in 1961 and Andy
Williams in 1963. The long phrases and slow tempo express the longing of the
character and how much they miss those days when their love was fresh and new.
Musical Theater

Soliloquy, from Carousel (1945) was written by Richard Rodgers with Lyrics by
Oscar Hammerstein for the Broadway musical Carousel. This was Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s second collaboration and was adapted from Ferenc Molnar’s 1909
play Lilliom. In the musical, charming, roguish carnival barker, Billy Bigelow, and
mill worker Julie Jordan, both loners, who meet and fall in love. When Billy falls in
with con-man Jigger Craigin, he ends up getting caught during an armed robbery
and takes his own life. Billy can return to earth for one day fifteen years later, and he
encounters, Louise, the daughter he never knew. Louise is lonely, with father's
reputation having haunted her throughout her young life. Billy instills in both the
child and her mother a sense of hope and dignity to create a story that has managed
to stand the test of time.
In the Soliloquy, Bill just finds out that Julie is pregnant. He realizes how much is
life is going to change and begins to sing about what life would be like if he had a
son. In the middle of the piece, he then realizes that his son could be a girl. This
piece is dramatic testimony to love’s transcendence.

Perspective, from She Loves Me (1963) was written by Jerry Bock with lyrics by
Sheldon Harnick. The show is a romantic comedy about a group of ordinary people
working together at a modest Hungarian perfumery. Amalia and Georg have
disliked each other from the very beginning. In the shop, there are several workers.
One of which is Ladislav Sipos, a fretful middle-aged salesman with a family. In
Perspective, Georg has just gotten into an argument with the store owner Mr.
Maraczek. Sipos explains to Georg his own philosophy on having a job and his
perspective on his place in the world.
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Make Them Hear You, from Ragtime (1996) was written by Stephen Flaherty with
lyrics by Lynn Ahrens. Ragtime concerns three intersecting story lines: The New
Rochelle Family (known as Father, Mother, their son, Little Boy, and Mother’s
Younger Brother), Coalhouse Walker, Jr. and his love interest Sarah, and Tateh the
Jewish immigrant and his daughter, known as Little Girl. The stories are interwoven
and, in the conflict, Sarah, Coalhouses’ wife, is shot by the secret service. Attempting
to seek justice for Sarah’s shooting, Coalhouse takes hostages at the Morgan library
and has a confrontation with the police and Booker T. Washington. Just before the
Coalhouse surrenders, he sings, “Make Them Hear You”. This piece is a battle cry
to those who remain behind to carry the story of injustice and inequality to the next
generation.
The American Negro Spiritual
Hall Johnson (1888 – 1970) was born in Athens, Georgia. Johnson studies piano with
his older sister, Mary, and taught himself to play violin. Johnson graduated from
Knox Institute in 1903 and then from University of Pennsylvania in 1910 with a B.A.
in music. He also studied at the University of Southern California as well as the
Julliard School. Johnson was known for his arrangements of choral music. He
gained national attention for the arrangements he composed in Marc Connelly’s
Green Pastures (1930). One of his least performed spirituals, He’ll Bring it to Pass,
composition date is unknown, is a spirited spiritual that speaks about the coming of
better days and the knowledge that Jesus will carry us through any of our struggles.
The piece consists of three stories, Paul and Silas being set free from the Roman jail,
Daniel in the lion’s den, and Moses leading the people of Israel across the Red sea.
In each section of this piece is composed with a call and response technique used in
many of Johnson’s pieces. The rhythm is complex, and the storytelling is woven
through seamlessly harmonic shifts throughout the piece.

I Want Jesus to Walk with Me, was written in 1939 by American composer Edward
Boatner (1898 – 1981). Boatner was born in New Orleans, Louisiana. He was a
baritone, composer, and educator. He was educated in the public schools of St. Louis
and graduated from the Chicago College of Music in 1932. I Want Jesus to Walk
with Me has three verses. In each verse, Boatner provides a grounded
accompaniment to support the singer. In the first verse, Boatner writes an
accompanying walking theme that fits with the title lyrics of the piece which
signifies Jesus’ walking with the singer. In the second part of the second verse, he
no longer has the walking theme but instead he writes all eighth notes to depict the
many trials that one may face in life. Then, in the last verse, he writes all half notes
with large chords to stress the trouble in one’s life and the importance of having
Jesus walk with them. This spiritual is one of many composed by Boatner and was
performed by those such as Roland Hayes, Marian Anderson and Paul Robeson.
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O Redeemed! (1994) arr. By Uzee Brown Jr.

Uzee Brown (b. 1950) was born in Cowpens, South Carolina. He earned his
bachelor’s degree in music at Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia in 1972. He is
known as one of the leading composers of both solo and choral music that celebrate
the African American folk music tradition. 4 O Redeemed! is the title piece of an
eight-song set of African American spirituals, for voice and piano. Brown writes
“This spiritual express much joy and salvation. It is not jubilant in the
writing; however, it expresses the rhythmic vitality that is associated
with the victory of overcoming sin through the blood of Jesus Christ.” 5

With various styles being displayed in the piece, jazz, blues, ragtime and classical,
Brown ends with a rousing conclusion that covers a wide range of both the voice
and the piano in celebration of redemption.
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A Chamber Music Recital
Michael Preacely, Baritone
With Prof. Cliff Jackson and Prof. Nan McSwain, Piano
May 8th 2020, Virtually
Program
Songs of Separation (1949)
Idolatry
Poème
Parted
If You Should Go
Black Pierrot

William Grant Still
(1895 – 1978)

Five Mystical Songs (1911)
Easter
I Got Me Flowers
Love Bade Me Welcome
The Call
Antiphon

Ralph Vaughn Williams
(1872 – 1958)

Old American Songs (1950 – Set 1, 1952 – Set 2)
Set 1
The Boatman’s Dance
The Dodger
Long Time Ago
Simple Gifts
I Bought Me a Cat
Set 2
The Little Horses
Zion’s Walls
The Golden Willow Tree
At the River
Ching-A-Ring-Chaw
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Aaron Copland
(1900 – 1990)

I would like to say a special thank you to my family (LeTicia, Joshua, Benjamin, Jayce
and my Mom) for your love, support and inspiration. I would also like to thank my

fellow colleagues for your words of encouragement and kindness. Last, but not least
a thank you to Dr. McCorvey and the awesome faculty and staff in the School of
Music.

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctor of
Music in Voice. Michael Preacely is a student of Dr. Everett McCorvey.
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Program Notes
At the beginning of the semester the plan was to complete a chamber recital

that consisted of a string quartet and organ, with the string quartet playing Songs of
Separation and The Old American Songs, and the organ playing The Five Mystical

Songs. However, due to Covid-19, The University of Kentucky mandated that all inperson recitals would need to be cancelled. As a result, I collaborated with

Professors Cliff Jackson and Nan McSwain, both on piano, to record a virtual recital.
Professor Jackson provided the accompaniment for The Old American Songs and

The Five Mystical Songs and Professor McSwain provided the accompaniment for

the Songs of Separation. I then recorded the vocals for each song, added that to the
accompaniment tracks, and made it available for viewing and listening on YouTube.
Songs of Separation (1949)
Born in Mississippi in 1895 and raised in Arkansas, William Grant Still (1895

– 1978) was a gifted musician who took formal violin lessons and taught himself to
play clarinet, saxophone, oboe, viola, cello, and double bass. Despite his interest in

music, his mother advised him to study medicine in college because she wanted him
to have a secure future and not one that could be filled with the uncertainties that
come alone with being a musician.
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Still was a leading figure in the Harlem Renaissance and earned the nickname

"The Dean of Afro-American Composers,” a title bestowed upon him by being

awarded with several firsts among African American Composers. These firsts

include being the first African American composer to have an opera produced by the
New York City Opera Troubled Island (1949)), first symphony, Afro-American

Symphony (1930), and the first African American to conduct an orchestra in the
deep south, the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra (1955).

Still was enamored with the voice. He composed over nine operas, several

choral compositions, solo songs, as well as arrangements for spirituals, the largest

one being the song Here’s One (1941). According to research by Orin Moe, a leading
scholar on the music of Still, Songs of Separation (1949), is Still’s most popular song
cycle. This song cycle consists of five songs by five different poets: Arna Bontemps
(Idolatry), Phillipe Thoby Marcelin (Poème, a French song), Paul Lawrence Dunbar

(Parted), Countee Cullen (If You Should Go), and Langston Hughes (Black Pierrot); all
are African American except for Marcelin, who is Haitian. All the poets were also
leading figures during the Harlem Renaissance except for Dunbar.

Still originally composed Songs of Separation for voice and piano with later

arrangements consisting of full orchestra, violin and piano, flute and piano, harp,
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piano, and voice, and string quartet, voice, and piano. In this arrangement, for string
quartet, piano, and voice, Still uses the strings not only as an accompaniment to the
voice, but also as another character. A character that adds texture, intensity, and
depth to the cycle.

Old American Songs (1950 - 1952)
The Old American songs were written by Aaron Copland (1900 - 1990). The

song cycle is divided up into two sets. Set 1 (1950) was commissioned by composer
Benjamin Britten and tenor Peter Pears to be perform at Britten’s Music and Arts
Festival in Aldeburgh, England. Copland obliged with an arrangement of five

traditional American songs scored for voice and piano: The Boatmen’s Dance, The

Dodger, Long Time Ago, Simple Gifts, and I Bought Me a Cat. The Boatmen’s Dance is a
lively tune with imitation banjo playing in the accompaniment. The Dodger is a

satirical political song found by Copland in a collection by John and Alan Lomax. It

dates from the political campaign of 1884 when Grover Cleveland defeated James G.
Blaine. Long Time Ago is a setting of a lyrical nostalgic ballad discovered by the

composer in the Harris Collection at Brown University. Simple Gifts is the Shaker

song used in Appalachian Spring arranged in a straightforward style closer to the

original folk version. I Bought Me a Cat, a children's nonsense song, repeats a refrain
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adding a farm animal as it proceeds. The harmony and accompaniment simulate
barnyard sounds.

Copland wrote, "Everyone seemed to enjoy singing and hearing the first set

of folk song settings so much that I decided to arrange a second group of five." Set 2
(1952), was performed by baritone, William Warfield with Copland on piano.

Copland and Warfield’s relationship led Copland to compose the version of Set 1 for
baritone and orchestra and was premiered on January 7, 1955, by William Warfield

and the Los Angeles Philharmonic, conducted by Alfred Wallenstein. The second five
songs were also drawn from diverse sources: The Little Horses is a lullaby from the
South based on a version from a Lomax collection. Zion's Walls, a revivalist song

with words and music credited to John G. McCurry, was used again by Copland in his
opera, The Tender Land (1954). The Golden Willow Tree is a variant of a well-known
Anglo-American ballad which Copland first heard for banjo and voice on a

recording. At the River is an arrangement of the familiar 1865 hymn tune by Robert
Lowry. It has been sung on many occasions, including the memorial concerts for

Copland and for Leonard Bernstein. Ching-a-Ring Chaw was originally a minstrel

song with a text in dialect that Copland felt had to be rewritten. He explained, "I did
not want to take any chance of it being construed as racist."
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Five Mystical Songs (1911)
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872 – 1958) had a great interest in English folk

music with many of his compositions inspired by folk songs. He not only was a
composer, but also a professor of music and conductor. One of his major

contributions was his collection “The English Hymnal,” and many of his hymns used
today are found in The Hymnal 1982. Among his great compositions for voice is the
cycle, Songs of Travel (1904).

Five Mystical Songs (1911) is a collection of songs based on texts by Welsh

metaphysical poet and priest George Herbert (1593 - 1633). The songs, Easter, I Got
Me Flowers, Love Bade, The Call, and Antiphon were originally composed for

Baritone, SATB Chorus and Orchestra. Since its conception, there have been multiple
arrangements for different size ensembles and even baritone solo and piano. The
plan for this recital was to perform the organ and voice arrangement, however
because of the current pandemic, this was not possible.

The first four movements are meditative. In the third movement, Love bade

me welcome, Vaughan Williams writes the plainsong 0 Sacrum Convivium (0 Sacred
Banquet) as a chorus part while the soloist sings about the banquet of love. In this
arrangement, the chorus is omitted, but the organ provides a musical contract to
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that of the solo line as to serve as the chorus. The final movement, Antiphon is a
burst of joy singing praises of "My God and King." In Vaughn Williams’ original

version this entire movement is performed by the chorus. This arrangement only
consists of the voice and piano and it is just as invigorating.
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A Lecture Recital
Songs of Separation:
The Chamber Arrangement
DMA Recital
Michael Preacely, Baritone
With Nan McSwain, Piano
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Elizabeth Jones, viola
Rebecca Kiekenapp, cello
November 20, 2020, 7:30 PM
Schmidt Vocal Arts Center
Program
LECTURE
INTERMISSION

Songs of Separation (1949)
Idolatry
Poème
Parted
If You Should Go
Black Pierrot

William Grant Still
(1895-1978)
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This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctorate of
Musical Arts in Vocal Performance. Michael Preacely is a student of Dr. Everett
McCorvey.

Lyrics and Translations
Idolatry – Arna Bontemps (1902 – 1973)

You have been good to me, I give you this:
The arms of lovers empty as our own,
marble lips sustaining one long kiss

And the hard sound of hammers breaking stone.

For I will build a chapel in the place

Where our love died and I will journey there
To make a sign and kneel before your face
And set an old bell tolling on the air.

Poème – Philippe Thoby Marcelin (1904 – 1975)
Ce n'était pas l'aurore

Dawn had not yet broken

Mais je m'etais

but I arose,

En me frottant les yeux.

rubbing my eyes.

Tout dormait alentour.

Les bananiers sous ma fenÍtre,

Round about all were sleeping.
The banana trees beneath my window

Frissonnaient dans le clair de lune
Calme.

shivered in the calm moonlight.

Alors, j'ai pris me tÍte dans mes mains Then, I took my head in my hands
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Et j'ai pensé vous

and thought of you.

Parted – Paul Lawrence Dunbar (1872 – 1906)
She wrapped her soul in a lace of lies,
With a prime deceit to pin it;

And I thought I was gaining a fearsome prize,

So I staked my soul to win it.

We wed and parted on her complaint,
And both were a bit of barter,

Tho’ I’ll confess that I’m no saint,

I’ll swear that she’s no martyr.

If You Should Go – Countee Cullen (1903 – 1946)
Love, leave me like the light,
The gently passing day;

We would not know, but for the night,
When it has slipped away.
Go quietly; a dream

When done, should leave no trace
That it has lived, except a gleam

Across the dreamer’s face.

Black Pierrot – Langhston Hughes (1902 – 1967)

I am a black Pierrot:
She did not love me,

So I crept away into the night
And the night was black, too
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I am a black Pierrot:
She did not love me,

So I wept until the dawn

Dripped blood over eastern hills
And my heart was bleeding, too
I am a black Pierrot:
She did not love me,

So with my once gay-colored soul

Shrunken like a balloon without air,
I went forth in the morning
To seek a new brown love.
Songs of Separation (1949)
Born in Mississippi in 1895 and raised in Arkansas, William Grant Still (1895

– 1978) was a gifted musician who took formal violin lessons and taught himself to
play clarinet, saxophone, oboe, viola, cello, and double bass. Despite his interest in

music, his mother advised him to study medicine in college because she wanted him
to have a secure future and not one that could be filled with the uncertainties that
come alone with being a musician.

Still was a leading figure in the Harlem Renaissance and earned the nickname

"The Dean of Afro-American Composers,” a title bestowed upon him by being

awarded with several firsts among African American Composers. These firsts
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include being the first African American composer to have an opera produced by the
New York City Opera Troubled Island (1949)), first symphony, Afro-American

Symphony (1930), and the first African American to conduct an orchestra in the
deep south, the New Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra (1955).

Still was enamored with the voice. He composed over nine operas, several

choral compositions, solo songs, as well as arrangements for spirituals, the largest

one being the song Here’s One (1941). According to research by Orin Moe, a leading
scholar on the music of Still, Songs of Separation (1949) is Still’s most popular song
cycle. This song cycle consists of five songs by five different poets: Arna Bontemps
(Idolatry), Phillipe Thoby Marcelin (Poème, a french song), Paul Lawrence Dunbar

(Parted), Countee Cullen (If You Should Go), and Langston Hughes (Black Pierrot); all
are African American except for Marcelin, who is Haitian. All the poets were also
leading figures during the Harlem Renaissance except for Dunbar.

Still originally composed Songs of Separation for voice and piano with later

arrangements consisting of full orchestra, violin and piano, flute and piano, harp,

piano, and voice, and string quartet, voice, and piano. In this arrangement, for string
quartet, piano, and voice, Still uses the strings not only as an accompaniment to the
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voice, but also as another character. A character that adds texture, intensity, and
depth to the cycle.
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Theater

1997

Lexington, KY

2020

SOLO & CONCERT ENGAGEMENTS
Soloist, The American Spiritual Ensemble

Soloist, Safe at Home for the Holidays
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Owensboro Symphony

2020

Soloist, A New Freedom: Black Voices Honoring Chicago Children’s
Juneteenth in a Time of Struggle
Soloist for Celebration of Song

Choir

2020

Kentucky

2020

University of

Soloist for Baptist Health Gala

Soloist for Lexington Chamber of Commerce

Berea, KY

Lexington, KY

2020

2020

Soloist for Kentucky Chamber of Commerce

Lexington, KY

Soloist for Dr. Martin Luther King Celebration

University of

Featured Soloist, Holiday Concert

Kansas City Symphony

2019

Featured Soloist, Holiday Concert

Lexington Philharmonic

2019

Featured Soloist, Holiday Concert

Kentucky

Cleveland Pops Orchestra

Bernstein Mass: “Non Credo” and Street Chorus Ravinia Festival

Soloist, Fourth of July Concert

Chautauqua Symphony

Soloist for Veteran’s Day Service

Camp Nelson

Soloist for Celebration of Song

University of

Porgy and Bess Suite

Firelands Symphony

2020
2020

2019
2019

Orchestra

2019

Nicholasville, KY

2019

Kentucky

2019

Orchestra

2018

Bernstein Mass: “Non Credo” and Street Chorus Ravinia Festival

2018

Featured Soloist

Cincinnati Orchestra

2018

Orchestra

2018

Kentucky

2018

Featured Soloist, Cirque de la Symphonie

Cincinnati Pops Orchestra 2018

Porgy and Bess Suite

Hilton Head Symphony

Soloist for Celebration of Song

University of
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Soloist for Veteran’s Day Service

Camp Nelson,

Featured Soloist

Firelands Symphony

Porgy and Bess Suite

Midtown Symphony

Soloist for Veteran’s Day Service

Camp Nelson,

Featured Soloist

Midtown Symphony

Porgy and Bess Suite

Illinois Philharmonic

Soloist, Bach Magnificat

Bach Choir

2015

Portugal

2015

Nicholasville, KY

2018

Orchestra

2017

Orchestra

2017

Nicholasville, KY

2017

Orchestral

2016

Orchestra

2016

Porgy and Bess Suite

Porto Orchestra,

Handel: Messiah

Lexington Singers

Featured Artist

Cincinnati Pops

Porgy and Bess Suite

Butler University

Classic Accents: Concert of Opera Arias

Memphis Symphony

Concert Tour of Russia (Moscow, St. Petersburg) Opera Noire

Symphony Orchestra

Porgy and Bess Suite

Bach: St. Matthew Passion
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2014

2013

of the Arts

2013

Messiah Festival

Baritone Soloist, Black Roots of Opera

2014

2013

Lindsborg, KS

Lindsborg, KS

2014

Memphis Symphony

Messiah Festival

Handel: Messiah

2014

of the Arts

2013

Opera Memphis

2013

Featured Artist

Cincinnati Pops

2012

Chicago

2011

Choir

2007

DuBois: Seven Last Words of Christ, soloist

St. Edmunds Church,

Featured Artist

Chicago Children’s

Mozart: Coronation Mass

Greater Trenton

Concert Soloist, Verdi: Don Carlo

Cleveland Orchestra

Choral Society

Opera Excerpts

2007

2003

Cleveland Pops

Haydn: Harmonimesse

Oakland East Bay Symphony

Rachmaninov: The Bells

Oakland East Bay Symphony

Schubert: Mass in G

Oberlin Orchestra

Teaching Experience

2002

2002

2002

1998

Private Voice Teacher, Lexington, KY;

2017 – Present

Innovation Arts Academy, Music Director;

2020 – Present

The Lexington School, 5th Grade Music Teacher;
Asbury University, Adjunct Professor of Voice,

2017– Present
2018–2019

University of Kentucky, Graduate Assistant in Voice and Opera,

2010 – 2012
2016 – 2018

Arts Administration Experience

Coordinator of the University of Kentucky
Alltech Vocal Scholarship Competition faculty.

Assistant Artistic Coordinator for
National Academy of Young Preachers Annual Conference;

2018 – Present

Creative/Scholarly Activities

2016 – 2017

Directing Experience
A virtual adaptation of The Jungle Book KIDS; The Lexington School;

March 2020

Seussical KIDS; The Lexington School;

March 2018

Aladdin KIDS; The Lexington School;
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March 2019

Adjudication
Voice Adjudicator (District) NATS Student Auditions,
Murfreesboro, TN

Voice Adjudicator (District) NATS Student Auditions,

November 2020

Louisville, KY

Video and DVD Releases
PBS Great Performances: Leonard Bernstein Mass,
recorded by PBS at Ravinia and has played in
over 100 markets nationally on PBS;

Owensboro Symphony Presents Safe at Home for the Holidays,
recorded by KET;

The American Spiritual Ensemble at First Presbyterian Church,
recorded by KET live- Picked up by PBS Nationally and
has played in over 75 Markets;

It’s a Grand Night for Singing 25th Anniversary Special –
Filmed for Broadcast on KET and picked up by PBS Nationally.
Has played in over 100 markets nationally on PBS and won
Regional Emmy Awards in the Arts/Entertainment Program and
the Audio Post-Production;
In Performance at the Governor's Mansion:
100 Years of Music, recorded by KET Live;

The Opening Ceremony, 2012 Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games –
DVD of the Opening Ceremonies of the Alltech 2010 FEI
World Equestrian Games, Filmed by NBC Sports;
Singing in Color, Chicago Children’s Choir Tour of South Africa –

March 2019

2019
2020
2017

2017
2014
2011

Documentary of the 1996 tour post-apartheid South Africa;

1996

Lyman T. Johnson Award – University of Kentucky,

2019

Honors, Scholarships & Awards

Bronze Medal Winner, American Traditions Competition
Graduate Assistantship – University of Kentucky,

Graduate Teaching Assistantship – University of Kentucky,
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2018

2017- 2019

2010–2012

Encouragement Award, Fritz and Jensen Vocal Competition

2012

Encouragement Award, Fritz and Jensen Vocal Competition

2012

Alltech Vocal Scholarship Competition

2010

Third Place Winner, National Opera Association
Vocal Competition Artist Division

2012

First Place Winner, University of Kentucky

District Winner, Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions

2003

Bill and Camille Cosby Scholarship – Oberlin Conservatory of Music,

1996–2000

First Place National Winner, Leontyne Price Vocal Arts Competition

2000

First place Winner, Three Arts Club of Cleveland Vocal Competition

2002

First Place Winner, Dayton Opera Guild Vocal Competition

2000

Other Related Experience
Assistant Director of Admissions, Oberlin College

July 2003 – April 2005

Student Development Specialist, Oberlin College Upward Bound
Residential Coordinator/House Manager, Oberlin College

Jan. 2001
–July 2003

August 1997
– May 2000

Michael Shawn Preacely
Signature
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